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[Review] Intermittent

Lucas Sapner

First, I would like to say that it is an honor to create a dialogue with a film that
touched me a lot.
Being one of the characters in this story created by my dear Mattijs, I am here answering to his beautiful artistic work with another artwork.
Please see HTML version for accompanying video content

My response to the film sought, in an open way, to speak about the duality I see in
the film Knots and Holes: on the one hand we have the filmmaker raising questions,
concepts, and theories that are well known from an Afro-Brasilian perspective; on the
other hand we have a European narrative about a post-colonial country.
Possibly the beauty of the film, as well as my own artistic response to it, follows from
the racial relations between blacks and whites, the cultural relations between Europe
and Brazil, and the social relations between the privileged and the underprivileged.
The artwork You need to be seeks to raise the kind of questions that come up in
such encounters: could the top of the social pyramid (the white man) create narratives about the base of the pyramid (blackness) without reproducing the appropriate
relations? Can a white gaze propose dialogues that are socially, culturally and economically beneficial for black people, and avoid turning blackness into a mere object
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of study? Is a perspective of ‘non-belonging’ possible for those who already occupy
the place of speaking? Can this gaze create the possibility for blacks to tell their own
histories?
The poetry created by Mattijs makes visible realities that are absent from more conventional communications about the Afro-Brazilian universe.
The main inspiration I took from the work of this Dutch anthropologist was the way it
revealed parts of my world that I knew little about, notwithstanding the fact that I am
inserted in that world. To see my world through the eyes of an other was paradoxical,
but certainly inspiring.
These were the feelings I sought to portray in my work você precisa ser, ‘you need to
be’.
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